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Leveraging OA, the IR, and Cross-
Department Collaboration for 
Sustainability: Ensuring Library 
Centrality in the Scholarly 
Communication Discourse on 
Campus
Steve Brantley, Todd A. Bruns, and Kirstin Duffin

Introduction
More than halfway into the second decade of the 21st 
century, academic libraries are becoming more inte-
grated in the scholarly life of their faculties than ever 
before.1 Important trends in scholarly communication, 
such as transitioning from subscription journals to 
open access journals, increasing amounts of “born dig-
ital” data and creative works, the growing importance 
of protecting one’s intellectual property rights, and 
keeping digital scholarship organized, managed, and 
preserved, are all areas where academic scholars and 
researchers require support services and assistance. Li-
brarians are natural partners to provide these services.

While the need for scholarly communication sup-
port increases, declining circulation numbers and the 
tenacious user perception that “everything” is free on-
line have eroded the idea of the library as the founda-
tion and center of academic intellectual pursuit.2 In 
response to this crisis, academic libraries have shifted 
rather deftly into a culture of assessment and sought 

to demonstrate their impact on user populations, per-
haps most notably with ACRL’s own “Assessment in 
Action” project.3 But if the notion (among faculty as 
well as students) of “going to the library for research” 
has been displaced by Google, questions arise about 
how and where and in what capacity libraries and 
librarians fit into the scholarly communication eco-
system of our institutions. There is no question that 
libraries and librarians continue to have an essential 
and fundamental role in the creation, production, 
description, dissemination, and discovery of knowl-
edge, but the visibility of this role is dangerously di-
minished. We are victims of our own success: As we 
have strived successfully to remove barriers and make 
information access as easy and seamless as possible 
for the end user, we have disappeared from view and 
erased our intermediary footprint in the process of 
research and knowledge creation. All the progress we 
make to minimize the steps users must take between 
the discovery of information and their access to re-
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stricted and/or licensed information, we step closer to 
becoming the professionals behind the curtain. The 
work we do behind the scenes in metadata, collection 
development, web development, authority control, li-
cense negotiation, resource curation, and much more, 
deliver end results that our users need and value, but 
that they no longer recognize as being connected to 
anyone, much less the librarians.

This is where the twain meet. Just as user percep-
tions of the need for traditional library services seem 
to be shrinking, the increasing complexity of schol-
arly communication in the world of digital scholar-
ship in the 21st century calls for a proactive librarian 
and engaged librarianship that is embedded in and 
responsive to the scholarly life of our disciplinary fac-
ulty. Many institutions have begun developing library 
services geared toward scholarly communication sup-
port. Librarians with responsibilities as subject liai-
sons in particular (whether they are full-time liaisons 
or share these responsibilities with other library work) 
have been tasked with adding scholarly communica-
tion support to their skill sets.

These programs have been introduced in a variety 
of ways. One such program requires the liaisons to con-
duct environmental surveys of the scholarly commu-
nication environment in their respective departments, 
such as what was done at the University of British Co-
lumbia,4 shifting the focus of liaison work away from the 
“library-centric” (the collection) toward the “scholar-
centric” (engagement and outreach).5 Another program 
trains liaison librarians to understand authors’ rights, as 
was undertaken at Oregon State University libraries.6 
Tools to support digital scholarship, such as the Cali-
fornia Digital Libraries DMPTool (Data Management 
Plan, https://dmp.cdlib.org/) have been established, and 
librarians have been at the forefront of determining new 
ways to support the scholarly communication and digi-
tal scholarship needs of their faculty.

At Eastern Illinois University (EIU), a Carnegie 
classification Master’s L University (awarding at least 
200 master’s degrees annually), the campus library 
(Booth) has begun a program of integrating library 
services into the scholarly communication and digi-

tal scholarship environment of the academic depart-
ments. This program has involved ongoing scholarly 
communication training for the subject liaison librar-
ians, the identification of service areas needed in in-
dividual academic departments, the promotion and 
marketing of new services, and the proactive engage-
ment with faculty and departments as the opportuni-
ties arise whether anticipated or not.

Literature Review
Offering support for scholarly communication is a re-
cent and growing trend in academic libraries, and most 
of the reported developments have been published in 
the past five years. Much of the focus of the develop-
ment of these new library services has focused on re-
purposing liaison librarian duties, although the initial 
approaches taken have varied from institution to insti-
tution. Oregon State University emphasized in-depth 
training of liaison librarians to handle a very basic 
question faculty often have: the rights of authors relat-
ed to copyright and intellectual property.7 OSU librar-
ians were taught to become experts in managing their 
own author’s rights before offering the same services 
to faculty for whom they are liaison. At the University 
of Colorado at Boulder, the decision was made to first 
conduct a needs assessment of librarians to determine 
where their knowledge and skills in scholarly commu-
nication were strong and where they needed prepara-
tion.8 This needs assessment was self-reported and 
revealed that most librarian discomfort with scholarly 
communication support was related to data manage-
ment. The need for practical, hands-on training was 
identified as a potential solution to address this issue. 

Two institutions implemented wide-ranging 
changes to their liaison librarians’ workflows. The Uni-
versity of British Columbia focused heavily on liaison 
librarians conducting environmental scans of the dig-
ital scholarship world of their disciplines.9 These scans 
included interviews with discipline faculty about their 
research, a method that works to improve under-
standing of the digital scholarship of the discipline in 
general, as well as reveal opportunities for libraries to 
provide support services. At the University of Minne-
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sota a systems approach was employed, where liaison 
duties were directly and formally altered: traditional 
duties such as reference desk hours and managing 
departments were replaced with requirements for 
educating their faculty on scholarly communication 
issues and promoting the institutional repository.10 
This method proved valuable for several reasons. It 
reinforced the seriousness and commitment of the 
institution to the new services, revealed areas of re-
sistance to the new methods, and allowed for the cre-
ation of a “Scholarly Communications Collaborative” 
in which participants were able to share resources and 
support.11 Similar to the University of Minnesota ap-
proach, The University of Alberta Libraries have in-
corporated written expectations into librarians’ yearly 
reviews that allow for experimentation in new direc-
tions without needing to immediately amend position 
descriptions. Job expectations in the area of scholarly 
communication for science and technology liaisons, 
for example, include participation in training activi-
ties improving their awareness of scholarly communi-
cation issues and practices.12

A heavy emphasis on service to faculty has been 
identified as a key factor to success.13 All of the meth-
ods thus far described in the literature ultimately have 
the goal of introducing scholarly communication 
support services that benefit the faculty. Scholarly 
communication support services appear to be widely 
supported among faculty,14 however whether these 
services become successfully embedded in the digital 
scholarship of the disciplines has yet to be confirmed.

Early Movements to Support Scholarly 
Communication at EIU
Developing new library services to support scholarly 
communication at EIU has been an organic process. 
Two major projects were undertaken in 2010 that 
formed the foundation of additional future services: 
the creation of an institutional repository (The Keep, 
http://thekeep.eiu.edu) and the formation of the 
Booth Library Scanning Center, a first step toward the 
development of a more fully realized Digital Schol-
arship Center. The repository is built on the Berke-

ley Electronic Press Digital Commons platform and 
includes the Selected Works module. This allows for 
faculty to have individual pages that highlight their 
scholarship. The Scanning Center features three Fujit-
su flatbed scanning stations and is staffed by seven to 
ten student employees, supervised by two civil service 
staff. The center is available for on-demand digitiza-
tion of faculty work, scanning archival and university 
documents, and has also been used to assist com-
munity organizations with digitization projects. The 
civil service staff were repurposed from previous du-
ties that involved processing print periodicals. Over 
time, budget constraints have forced the cancellation 
of the majority of print journals, thus, staff time from 
periodicals was available and reallocated to support 
campus digital scholarship.

Since the establishment of The Keep in 2010, it 
has grown significantly. As more faculty, students, and 
community members utilize the service, more library 
resources have been allocated to supporting schol-
arly communication needs. While the repository as a 
whole is still overseen by the IR librarian, other librar-
ians have assumed supporting responsibilities: The 
librarian for special collections cataloging and meta-
data manages the digitization and uploading of EIU 
master’s theses (http://thekeep.eiu.edu/theses/), pro-
viding quality metadata records to these highly used 
documents. The Head of Library Technology Services 
(LTS) has provided programming and technology 
support for feature “add-ons” for the repository, such 
as embedded video slideshows of historical Theatre 
Department Productions (an example can be seen 
here http://thekeep.eiu.edu/productions_1940s/18/). 
The Head of LTS is also working with the IR librar-
ian and Biological Sciences faculty to develop what 
will be the first significant biological specimens col-
lection digitally preserved and archived in an institu-
tional repository. This type of cross-department col-
laboration is becoming more essential as the scholarly 
communication needs of faculty and their academic 
departments increase campus-wide, and as scholars 
recognize librarians as having the skills to assist these 
needs.
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In recent months, the Dean of Library Services 
communicated to librarians the need for greater en-
gagement with the teaching faculty. Subject liaisons 
were tasked with increasing and improving their re-
lationships with their academic departments. One re-
sult of this call to action was collaboration between 
the IR librarian and the Head of Reference to develop 
a plan for training liaison librarians in scholarly com-
munication support skills. This next step in the evolu-
tion of scholarly communications support on the EIU 
campus is likely to reap substantial benefits for both 
the academic departments and the campus library.

Training the Trainers: Creating 
Scholarly Communication Coaches
The first formal program in scholarly communication 
support undertaken at EIU was the training of liaison 
librarians in scholarly communication skills. The goal 
was to help them become, in a phrase coined by au-
thors Brantley and Bruns, “scholarly communication 
coaches”15 to the faculty researchers in their depart-
ments. The program developed as a hybrid of the sys-
tems method utilized at the University of Minnesota16 
and the environmental scan methods employed at the 
University of British Columbia.17 The environmental 
scan involved analyzing the department’s programs 
(e.g. student journals and research fairs), the academ-
ic field’s point of view on open access (via scholarly 
societies), and preeminent sources of publication (e.g. 
major journals and discipline repositories). Informa-
tion was collected on department faculty participa-
tion in online scholars’ networks like Academia.edu 
and Research Gate, as well as any faculty “early adopt-
ers” that were already participating in the EIU institu-
tional repository.

In the Scholarly Communication Coach training, 
the environmental survey is combined with provid-
ing the librarians a scholarly communication support 
service “tool kit.” Educating the liaisons on important 
resources useful to their faculty, the tool kit includes 
resources such as the aforementioned DMPTool, 
Sherpa/RoMEO (the database of publisher copyright 
policies & self-archiving http://www.sherpa.ac.uk/ro-

meo/), and Jeffrey Beall’s List of Predatory Publishers 
(http://scholarlyoa.com/publishers/). These tools as-
sist with fielding the most common questions asked 
by faculty, including questions regarding research data 
management and how to select or manage publisher’s 
copyright permissions. The tools also help bring fac-
ulty awareness to predatory open access journal pub-
lishers. In addition to the environmental scan and 
tool kit, librarians attended training sessions on au-
thor’s rights, intellectual property, Creative Commons 
licensing, digital publishing, and similar awareness-
building tutorials. These training sessions enhance 
liaison librarians’ abilities to address faculty questions 
about potential sources of publication, the availability 
of open access options for increasing scholar visibility 
and impact, and the growing acceptance of alternative 
means of measuring impact such as altmetrics.18

The intended goal in creating a Scholarly Commu-
nication Coach role for subject liaison librarians was to 
enable a layer of digital-scholarship “first responders,” 
steeped in the scholarly communication support ser-
vice needs of their subject areas. At an institution the 
size of EIU (8500 FTE), this is not a simple endeavor, 
considering that many subject liaisons support mul-
tiple departments and sometimes entire colleges. Ad-
ditional duties include some combination of reference 
work, cataloging, collection development, instruction, 
and serving as a department head. In order to keep 
current and build the librarians’ facility in handling 
and advising on scholarly communication issues, an-
nual assessment exercises are planned that will inform 
future activities at a two-fold level. First, assessment 
exercises determine the level of contact with faculty 
researchers that the librarian has accomplished in a 
year’s time, and secondly, annual reviews of the state 
of scholarly communication in their discipline will re-
fresh liaison librarians’ understanding of the develop-
ments and changing needs for digital scholarship. 

“Training the trainers” was the first step in estab-
lishing scholarly communication and digital scholar-
ship support services. Once subject librarians became 
informed Scholarly Communication Coaches, av-
enues were explored to engage academic departments 
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in these new library services, with an emphasis on 
demonstrating the benefits of participation.

Marketing the Service: Celebrating 
Success while Identifying Needs
Engaging campus faculty and raising awareness of 
scholarly communication support services being of-
fered in the library included individual and depart-
ment consultations in a wide variety of formats. The 
institutional repository librarian utilized features and 
reports of EIU’s The Keep IR platform, Digital Com-
mons, and developed service reports specific to depart-
ments and individual scholars. These reports featured 
three sections. First, the current activity and success 
of the department in the repository were highlighted. 
The IR librarian created download reports emphasiz-
ing participating faculty successes, including screen-
shots of world maps showing the international expo-
sure faculty papers had achieved by inclusion in the 
repository. These download statistics also highlighted 
graduate theses, journals, and special collections as-
sociated with the department. Faculty with particu-
larly high download counts were identified and cel-
ebrated. Reports from the Digital Commons Network 
(DCN)—a large open access resource comprised of re-
positories organized by discipline and sub-discipline, 
which combines all of the nearly 600 IRs worldwide 
that utilize the Digital Commons platform—were also 
included in marketing to departments. Additionally, 
EIU faculty that appeared on the DCN’s Most Popu-
lar Authors and Most Popular Papers monthly top ten 
downloads lists were also highlighted.

The second section of the individual or depart-
mental service report identified areas where scholarly 
communication support had not yet been utilized. 
One such area was student journals published by the 
department. By migrating to the Digital Commons 
platform, student journals could gain significant ad-
vantages, including increased visibility and platform 
flexibility, over their existing hosting method. An-
other potential area for growth was the repository’s 
event community template, in which documents and 
artifacts from significant departmental events can be 

preserved and presented. Storage and exposure of ar-
chival and historical works of importance to the de-
partment was a third area promoted.

Using the repository to support re-accreditation 
purposes was also exploited to promote the new schol-
arly communication services. The Keep was used dur-
ing EIU’s NCA19 Self Study exercise, both as a means 
of storing and presenting documents for the self study, 
and as part of the self study itself in the generation of 
reports demonstrating faculty research impact. This 
experience provided insight as to how scholarly com-
munication support services could benefit individual 
departments during their re-accreditation efforts.

To further market the IR’s services, subject librar-
ians created library research guides that included links 
to discipline-specific resources in the Digital Com-
mons Network. Librarians searched discipline-specif-
ic commons for OA research articles to add to subject 
guides, course guides and bibliographies created for 
instructional purposes. In doing so, the librarians ex-
emplified research behavior that places the repository 
resources into the early stages of the research process. 
This models the idea for faculty and students that the 
repository and DCN are not simply “end result” stor-
age places for their scholarship, but also rich sources 
for articles, potential collaborators, open educational 
resources, and other works supported by the reposi-
tory platform that could be valuable to their research.

The third section of the service report was a gen-
eral listing of library support services. This section in-
cluded offering the set up and hosting of e-journals, 
support for copyright and intellectual property control, 
formatting and posting of documents to the repository 
on behalf of the faculty member, and other services. A 
key feature of this section was a sample support let-
ter generated by the IR librarian intended for inclusion 
in faculty performance review portfolios. The support 
letter highlights the faculty member’s successes in the 
repository, such as download counts and appearances 
in the DCN Most Popular Authors top ten lists.

Combining the celebration of success and the 
marketing of new support services aligns with the 
philosophy of Paul Royster, Coordinator for Scholarly 
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Communication at the University of Nebraska Li-
braries, who believes that the institutional repository 
should be characterized and operated as a service to 
the faculty.20

The IR and Scholarly Communication 
in the Sciences: A Tale of Two 
Departments
Faculty in the biological sciences and chemistry de-
partments at EIU are active in research and publishing. 
Yet of these two productive departments, only one has 
faculty who fully embrace the services of the IR, while 
the other has limited faculty involvement. According 
to the 2012 Ithaka S+R U.S. Faculty Survey, a minor-
ity of faculty make their research available through an 
institutional repository.21 Faculty in the sciences, as 
compared to other disciplines, are less likely to deposit 
pre-print or published versions of their work in an in-
stitutional repository.22 Scholars may be cautious about 
the sources through which they are making their work 
available.23 It should be celebrated, then, that at EIU 
over 90% (20/22) of tenured and tenure-track faculty 
participate in the IR. These scholars clearly understand 
the merits of making their work accessible through 
this resource. The chemistry department, on the other 
hand, has been slow to engage with EIU’s IR. Currently 
40% (6/15) of tenured and tenure-track faculty partic-
ipate, with two of these faculty members signing on 
within the last year.

Why is there such discrepancy between depart-
ments, especially considering that biology and chem-
istry faculty are frequent collaborators on research 
projects? In a summary of research on the topic, the 
main impediments to faculty involvement with IRs 
include: a lack of awareness, understanding or inter-
est; perceived risk, such as threats of plagiarism or be-
ing scooped; and disinterest due to lack of mandate 
or peer participation.24 Addressing these concerns, 
as well as learning the unique apprehensions of this 
chemistry department, is a first step in meaningfully 
advocating the merits of the IR and OA more broadly 
to this localized population. It is not true that chemis-
try, as a discipline, is opposed to archiving in institu-

tional repositories. Across seven institutions, chemists 
were among the most likely to archive in an IR, com-
pared to physicists, economists, and sociologists.25 
Clearly, this is an opportunity for growth in relations 
between EIU’s library and chemistry department.

As access to the traditional subscription-based 
journals continues to dwindle, an issue that is affect-
ing both of these departments at EIU, faculty engage-
ment in the OA movement seems imminent. While 
this is bearing out in the biological sciences, in chem-
istry there is ever-stronger pushback each year, as 
another subscription journal must be cut on account 
of unsustainable cost. Publishing in well-known jour-
nals and journals with a high impact factor is greatly 
esteemed by many of our chemistry faculty. The value 
of making their research freely available through the 
IR is unrecognized and perhaps not understood. Illi-
nois’s Open Access to Research Articles Act (110 ILCS 
61/) may serve as the catalyst for change among our 
chemistry faculty. Future work by the sciences liaison 
will entail a faculty survey, which will help the library 
address the needs of the chemists while promoting 
the services of the IR. The effect of this work will in-
clude increased awareness of the value of the library 
to these scientists within the university and beyond.

Grabbing Opportunity: Making Use of 
Expected and Unexpected Events
An important element of moving library services into 
the digital scholarship of academic departments is to 
jump at opportunities as they are presented. The Au-
gust 2013 passage of the State of Illinois’s “open ac-
cess law” (110 ILCS 61/) required the creation of a 
campus task force charged with drafting a policy for 
the creation of open access to research produced by 
EIU faculty. Campus conversations around this topic 
provided opportunities for increasing faculty aware-
ness of open access and intellectual property rights. 
The draft policy was successfully presented by the IR 
librarian at the EIU Faculty Senate and unanimously 
endorsed. The faculty senate presentation prompted a 
dozen faculty members to begin participating in the 
repository. 
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Another opportunity for marketing and promo-
tion of the IR and scholarly communication support 
services presented itself when EIU was asked to serve 
as a pilot school for the distribution of a survey of fac-
ulty digital scholarship needs and habits designed by 
the Digital Commons Network. The survey included 
questions about the digital content that faculty use 
and produce in their research and teaching, the digital 
content their students produce, what digital content 
the faculty consider to be the most important, and 
with what content they need the most help to manage 
and promote. 

A benefit of being members of the pilot, the IR 
librarian distributing the survey received all the data 
from participating EIU Faculty. The survey provided 
Berkeley Electronic Press (the producer of the Digital 
Commons Network) with information to guide fea-
ture developments for future software releases, but 
it was also a rich source of information about areas 
where the library could offer scholarly communica-
tion support services, as well as target individuals 
with specific assistance. For example, a history pro-
fessor indicated on the survey that he was in posses-
sion of a previously unknown and rare dataset that he 
wanted to digitize and make available worldwide but 
was unsure of the best way to do so. An English pro-
fessor asked for help in making her students’ works 
more widely available. Other previously unknown 
faculty needs that were brought to light by the survey 
included the desire for a way to present multi-media 
and interest in the ability to host a journal. Having ac-
cess to the survey data accelerated the process of em-
bedding library services into the digital scholarship of 
the responding faculty members.

Occasionally, unexpected opportunities arise 
that can result in new partnerships or the discovery 
of units within the institution working toward similar 
or related ends. For example, the call for survey par-
ticipation piqued the interest of a cross-departmental 
faculty group who promote and foster research and 
teaching methods in the Digital Humanities. They re-
quested access to the survey findings, feeling that the 
data could inform the direction of their efforts. This 

presented both an opportunity to further embed li-
brary scholarly communication support services in 
the humanities and a possibility for cross-department 
collaboration.

Conclusion
We live in a world in which search is dominated by 
Google at every level of scholarship, and library users 
are largely unaware of the work that goes into making 
access to information as smooth and free of barriers 
as possible. Because of this, perceptions from stu-
dents, faculty and administrators about libraries may 
include that library services are becoming anachro-
nistic and secondary to the scholarly practices of our 
faculty and students. Yet if we look at the behavior 
and practices of digital scholarship in the academy, it 
becomes apparent that there is a large and growing 
need for intensive library support services for schol-
arly communication. Faculty are struggling to under-
stand the myriad copyright and intellectual property 
policies demanded of them from publishers, funding 
agencies and their own institutions. They are trying 
to avoid predatory publishers, while simultaneously 
seeking out new research resources in the face of can-
celled journals, and they are seeking the means by 
which they can preserve and present their scholarship 
effectively and efficiently. These faculty are very much 
in need of librarian support and assistance.

If our professional activities focus on engagement 
and the active pursuit of service opportunities, today’s 
librarians can become integral to scholars’ research. 
By drawing attention to the growing wave of open ac-
cess scholarship and demonstrating the increasingly 
complex requirements associated with being an active 
and influential scholar in the digital age, librarians 
can use tools like institutional repositories and inno-
vative service plans to reassert libraries and librarians 
as the indispensable heart of their institutions’ schol-
arly activities. 
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